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Time-reversal broken Weyl semimetals have attracted much attention recently, but certain as-
pects of their behavior, including the evolution of their Fermi surface topology and anomalous Hall
conductivity with Fermi-level position, have remained underexplored. A promising route to obtain
such materials may be to start with a nonmagnetic Dirac semimetal and break time-reversal sym-
metry via magnetic doping or magnetic proximity. Here we explore this scenario in the case of the
Dirac semimetal Cd3As2, based on first-principles density-functional calculations and subsequent
low-energy modeling of Cd3As2 in the presence of a Zeeman field applied along the symmetry axis.
We clarify how each four−fold degenerate Dirac node splits into four Weyl nodes, two with chirality
±1 and two higher-order nodes with chirality ±2. Using a minimal k · p model Hamiltonian whose
parameters are fit to the first-principles calculations, we detail the evolution of the Fermi surfaces
and their Chern numbers as the Fermi energy is scanned across the region of the Weyl nodes at fixed
Zeeman field. We also compute the intrinsic anomalous Hall conductivity as a function of Fermi-level
position, finding a characteristic inverted-dome structure. Cd3As2 is especially well suited to such
a study because of its high mobility, but the qualitative behavior revealed here should be applicable
to other Dirac semimetals as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
The compound Cd3As2 has been widely studied
in recent years for its three-dimensional graphene-like
characteristics.1–6 The existence of three-dimensional
Dirac cones at the Fermi level in this compound has
attracted much attention in the field of topological
semimetals, as the only Dirac semimetals observed ex-
perimentally to date are Cd3As2
7 and Na3Bi.
8,9 Cd3As2
has many interesting properties in addition to the ex-
istence of the Dirac cone, such as an abnormally large
g-factor of around 20,10 which still demands microscopic
understanding. Most of the interest in the past few years
has focused on the Dirac crossing, which is protected by
the crystalline C4v symmetry.
Starting from a Dirac Hamiltonian, a Weyl semimetal
phase11 can be reached by breaking either inversion sym-
metry or time-reversal (TR) symmetry.12 TR symmetry
can be broken by doping with magnetic ions, by proxim-
ity effects near an interface to a magnetic material, or by
application of an external magnetic field.
In the first two cases, the TR breaking is most nat-
urally represented in terms of an effective Zeeman field
acting on the spins, while the last also brings in orbital ef-
fects. A previous study of the Dirac semimetal Na3Bi and
its evolution into a Weyl semimetal phase under Zeeman
field has been discussed using tight-binding methods in
Ref. [13], but this material may not be an optimal choice
for such a study in view of its chemical instability.
Regarding orbital effects in Cd3As2, the quantum Hall
effect in a nanoplate of thickness 50 − 100 nm has been
experimentally reported and attributed to Weyl orbit
formation.14 Thus, the appearance and evolution of the
Weyl nodes in Dirac materials with TR-broken pertur-
bations is a topic of pressing interest.
In this paper we focus on the effects of a Zeeman
field on the nodal structure, Fermi-surface configura-
tion, and anomalous Hall conductivity of Cd3As2. Our
work is motivated in part by a recent proposal15,16 that
a Dirac semimetal could be a platform for the realiza-
tion of unconventional superconductivity in a TR-broken
Weyl semimetal16 resulting from the presence of mag-
netic dopants or proximity to a magnetic substrate or
overlayer.
We start from realistic first-principles density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations in which a Zeeman field
is applied along the symmetry axis, and then construct a
linearized k · p model to describe the low-energy physics
near the Dirac point. While elementary discussions of-
ten describe the TR symmetry breaking as resulting in a
splitting of the Dirac node into a pair of Weyl nodes, we
clarify that four Weyl nodes appear instead. For a given
strength of Zeeman field, we give a detailed description
of the evolution of the Fermi surfaces of the electron and
hole pockets, and their nontrivial Chern numbers, as the
Fermi level EF is tuned over the range of energies where
the Weyl points occur. We also compute and track the
anomalous Hall conductivity, paying special attention to
its behavior as EF passes through the Weyl node posi-
tions, predicting a characteristic signature that we sug-
gest as a target of future experimental observation.
II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF Cd3As2
UNDER ZEEMAN FIELD
A. First-principles calculations
Figure 1(a) shows the crystal structure of the Cd3As2,
corresponding to a defective antifluorite structure. The
compound has an intermediate-temperature phase above
475◦C with space group P42/nmc1 having 40 atoms
in the primitive cell. A high-temperature Fm3¯m an-
tifluorite phase has also been reported above 600◦C.
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2FIG. 1. (a) Conventional unit cell of Cd3As2 with space group
I41/acd. (b) Brillouin zone of the primitive unit cell with po-
sition of Dirac points. (c) Cd s (red circles) and As p (blue cir-
cles) character projected onto the energy manifold under non-
magnetic PBE+SOC approximation. (d) PBE+SOC band
structure with linear Dirac crossing at the Fermi level
There has been confusion in the literature about the
low-temperature phase that occurs below 475◦C.7,17,18 A
previous work identified the low-temperature phase as a
noncentrosymmetric I41cd structure,
17,18 and subsequent
theoretical tight-binding calculations were carried out on
this structure to propose a possible TR-symmetric Weyl
semimetal phase with broken inversion symmetry.3 How-
ever, recent experiments7 clarify that this phase is indeed
centrosymmetric, with space group I41/acd containing 80
atoms per primitive cell. We focus on the latter structure
here. The conventional 160-atom cell is shown in Fig. 1,
and consists of eight layers of Cd atoms and eight layers
of As atoms stacked along the c axis. The structure can
be regarded as an anti-fluorite structure with 25% vacan-
cies on the Cd sites, with each As atom having six Cd
nearest neighbors.
DFT calculations are carried out in a full-potential
linear augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) frame-
work as implemented in the Wien2k package.19
The Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof exchange-correlation
functional20 is employed. Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is
taken into account using the second-order variational
approach implemented in the Wien2k package.
The PBE band structure in Fig. 1(c) shows the non-
magnetic band structure near the Fermi level. All bands
are doubly degenerate because of the presence of inver-
sion and TR symmetry. Two of these degenerate bands
cross each other at a Dirac point (fourfold degeneracy)
protected by C4 symmetry at kz = +kD on the Γ-Z path
along the kz axis. The Cd s and As p orbital projections
shown in Fig. 1(c) indicate that the crossing occurs be-
tween an s-band with positive slope and a p band with
negative slope. By symmetry, there will be another Dirac
point at kz = (0, 0,−kD) as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
zoomed view in Fig. 1(d) shows the crossing point along
the positive kz axis.
To study the Weyl semimetal phase of Cd3As2, we
calculate the band structure under an effective Zeeman
field introduced to represent the effect of doping with
magnetic impurities at a mean-field level. This is simi-
lar to the spirit of previous works such as the study of
the quantum anomalous Hall effect in Cr-doped topologi-
cal insulator films of Bi2Te3.
21,22 We anticipate collinear
easy-axis ferromagnetic order, and thus apply the field
along the zˆ symmetry axis. While our theory treats the
effective Zeeman field h as a free parameter, we have cho-
sen to present our results for h = 100 T, corresponding to
a splitting of 11.6 meV for a free electron, which could be
a reasonable spin-exchange field achievable by magnetic
doping. Orbital magnetic effects, such as those that give
rise to magnetoresistance oscillations, are not considered
in our theory.
The effect of the Zeeman field on the band structure of
the Dirac semimetal is presented in Fig. 2. For reference,
Fig. 2(a) shows the band dispersion along the Γ–Z sym-
metry axis in the absence of the Zeeman field. The Dirac
crossing occurs at kz = kD = 0.037 A˚
−1, and by defini-
tion at zero energy. Henceforth we also reset the origin
of kz to coincide with the Dirac point location kD, so
that subsequently kz is always measured relative to kD.
The dispersions of the two crossing bands are roughly
quadratic relative to Γ, but show a linear crossing char-
acter when attention is focused sufficiently close to kD.
Figure 2(b) shows the corresponding band structure
plotted along a straight line passing through the Dirac
point and parallel to X–Γ–X (hence labeled (X ′–Γ′–X ′).
The crossing is clearly linear sufficiently close to the Dirac
point at the center, with quadratic and higher variations
further from Γ′. By contrast, for the smaller P42/nmc
unit cell proposed previously,1 we find that the corre-
sponding curve has almost no linear component, with
quadratic and higher behaviors dominating even very
close to the Dirac point.
Figures 2(c) and (d) show the corresponding results in
the presence of the effective Zeeman field of h = 100 T
along the z axis. The Kramers-degenerate bands are now
all split by the Zeeman field. Along the Γ–Z direction
shown in Fig. 2(c), the crossing bands belong to different
irreducible representations of the Cz4 rotation operator,
so that there is no avoided crossing. Instead, each of
the four crossings generates a Weyl node. The structure
in the vicinity of these crossings is shown in the inset of
Fig. 2(c), where the four crossing bands are shown in red,
green, orange, and blue in order of increasing energy. The
four Weyl nodes generated from the crossings are labeled
as wj , with w1 connecting the bottom two bands, w2
and w3 connecting the middle bands, and w4 connecting
the top two bands. Figure 2(d) shows the dispersion on
the same X ′–Γ′–X ′ line as in panel (b); this line does
not pass exactly through any of the Weyl points, so the
states are all nondegenerate at Γ′. The dispersion looks
like two copies of panel (b), slightly shifted in energy
3FIG. 2. (a) Nonmagnetic PBE+SOC band structure of cross-
ing Dirac bands along the Γ−Z direction. (b) Same but along
X ′−Γ′−X ′ at kz = kD, i.e., passing through the Dirac point.
(c-d) Same as (a-b), but under a Zeeman field of h = 100 T
along the [001] direction. Inset of (c) shows four Weyl nodes
labeled as w1 through w4.
by the Zeeman perturbation, and with each showing an
avoided crossings at Γ′ because of the influence of SOC.
The details of the structure in the vicinity of the avoided
crossings in Fig. 2(d) will become clearer in the context
of the effective k · p model that we introduce next.
B. Effective k · p Hamiltonian
To understand the behavior of this system and com-
pute its anomalous Hall conductivity for Fermi level
positions in the vicinity of the Weyl nodes, it is use-
ful to introduce a minimal effective k · p model for the
bands in this region. Following the work of Wang and
collaborators,3,8 our effective Hamiltonian is written in
the basis of spin-orbit coupled states |S1/2, Jz = 1/2〉,
|P3/2, Jz = 3/2〉, |S1/2, Jz = −1/2〉, and |P3/2, Jz =
−3/2〉, where s and p states reside on Cd and As atoms
respectively. After defining k relative to the Dirac point
at (0, 0, kD), expanding in powers of k, and keeping the
leading terms allowed by symmetry, the Hamiltonian
takes the form
H(k) =vskz + βsh Ak+ 0 Gk
2
−
Ak− −vpkz + βph Gk2− 0
0 Gk2+ vskz − βsh −Ak−
Gk2+ 0 −Ak+ −vpkz − βph
 .
(1)
The terms involving vs, vp, and A describe a slightly
tilted Dirac cone with perfectly linear dispersion, where
vs and vp are the magnitudes of the Fermi velocities
for the s and p bands respectively, and A determines
the Fermi velocity in the kx and ky directions, where
k± = kx ± iky. Parameters βs and βp represent the ef-
fect of the Zeeman exchange field h on the two sets of
states. Quadratic terms involving k2z and k
2
x + k
2
y have
been omitted on the grounds that they will not be im-
portant when working in a small region of (k, E) space
close to the Dirac point, and because they do not induce
any Berry curvature.
By contrast, we have included the quadratic terms in-
volving Gk2+ and Gk
2
−. These represent spin-orbit cou-
pling, and have important qualitative and quantitative
effects on the nature of the Fermi surfaces and the anoma-
lous Hall response. Without these terms, the upper-left
and lower-right 2×2 blocks of H(k) (the “spin up” and
“spin down” sectors) would be completely uncoupled,
leading to the existence of nodal loops where spin-up and
spin-down Fermi surfaces intersect. Wieder et al.23 have
pointed out (see their Supp. Eq. 237) that the four-fold
rotational symmetry actually allows the Gk2+ and Gk
2
−
terms to be generalized to Gk2−+G
′k2+ and Gk
2
+ +G
′k2−
respectively, with G′  G. The inequality arises be-
cause G′, unlike G, would vanish in the presence of con-
tinuous rotational symmetry, and is only induced by an
additional weak crystal field perturbation. We therefore
neglect the G′ term in this work.
The parameters A, G, vs, vp, βs and βp are computed
from the PBE+SOC band structure calculations to make
our microscopic model Hamiltonian close to the realistic
picture. The parameter A is taken from the slope of
the bands at the Dirac crossing plotted in the (kx, ky)
plane at kz − kD in the absence of an external field, as
shown in the Fig. 2(b). The parameters vs and vp are
given by the slopes of the Cd −s and As −p bands at
their crossing point, as in Fig. 2(a). The parameters βs
and βp describe the linear dependence of the exchange
splittings of the Cd s and As p bands on the strength of
the Zeeman field h, as determined by the band splittings
very close to the Weyl nodes.
The prefactor G of the off-diagonal k2+ and k
2
− terms
is obtained from a close inspection of the bands near
E = EF in Fig. 2(d), where a tiny gap (not visible in
the figure) arises at each crossing between the second
and third bands. In the absence of G, the “spin-up”
and “spin-down” sectors would become completely de-
coupled, Eq. (1) would become block diagonal, and these
avoided crossings would disappear. Thus, a nonzero G is
required for a qualitatively correct description. However,
the determination of G is rather sensitive to details of
the first-principles band structure, so we later allow it to
vary in order to study how these avoided crossings affect
the anomalous Hall conductivity.
The parameter values obtained as described above
from the first-principles calculations are A = 0.99 eV-A˚,
vs = 2.68 eV-A˚, vp = 0.56 eV-A˚, βs = 0.054 meV/T, βp
= 0.115 meV/T, and G = 10 eV-A˚2. The last three were
obtained from calculations at h= 100 T, but their values
are not sensitive to variations of h in this range.
4FIG. 3. (a) Dispersion of the four Dirac-derived bands along
the kz axis within the k · p model. Bands are colored red,
green, orange, and blue in order of increasing energy; Weyl
points w1, w2, w3, and w4 are marked. (b) Electron pocket in
third band (orange) and hole pocket in second band (green)
for EF = 0, as indicated by horizontal orange and green lines
in (a). Weyl point positions are shown by dots on the kz axis.
C. Chirality and Chern numbers of Fermi pockets
The k ·p model described above allows for a convenient
description of the locations of the Weyl points, the shapes
of the Fermi surfaces, and the behavior of the anomalous
Hall conductivity in the vicinity of the Dirac crossing.
As discussed earlier and illustrated in the inset of
Fig. 2(c), the single Dirac crossing in the absence of Zee-
man field produces a set of four Weyl points on the kz
axis in the presence of the field. Within our k · p model,
the bands are exactly linear along the kz axis as illus-
trated in Fig. 3(a), and the locations kz,j of the Weyl
points w1 ... w4 are
kz,1 = −(βp − βs)h/(vs + vp) ,
kz,2 = −(βs + βp)h/(vs + vp) ,
kz,3 = (βs + βp)h/(vs + vp) ,
kz,4 = (βp − βs)h/(vs + vp) . (2)
The corresponding chiralities are χ1 = −1, χ2 = −2,
χ3 = +2, and χ4 = +1, as obtained analytically
24–26
from the model Hamiltonian. Our sign convention is such
that a Weyl node of positive chirality is a source and sink
of Berry curvature in the conduction and valence bands
respectively.27 As a reminder, w1 connects the bottom
two bands, w2 and w3 connect the middle bands, and w4
connects the top two bands of the four-band group. With
our model parameters, Weyl points w1 and w4 occur at
kz = ∓1.9×10−3 A˚−1 and E = ∓10.5 meV, and w2 and
w3 occur at kz = ∓5.2×10−3 A˚−1 and E = ∓8.6 meV.
Next, we vary the Fermi level over the energy range
of the Weyl points and study the evolution of the Fermi
surfaces. For this purpose it is convenient to transform to
cylindrical (kρ, kφ, kz) coordinates, with k
2
ρ = k
2
x+k
2
y and
kφ = tan
−1(ky/kx). The symmetry of Eq. (1) is such that
E(k) = E(kρ, kz) independent of kφ, so all Fermi surfaces
have cylindrical symmetry within this model, and it is
convenient to plot Fermi surfaces in (kρ, kz) space. For
example, Fig. 3(b) shows the Fermi surfaces for the case
FIG. 4. (a) Band structure showing several Fermi-level posi-
tions (dashed lines) as EF is tuned across the energy range of
the Weyl nodes. (b) Contours of Fermi surfaces projected on
the (kz, kρ) plane corresponding to each Fermi-level position,
for G = 10 eVA˚2, with kz and kρ in units of 10
−2A˚−1. Chern
numbers of electron and hole pockets are indicated.
EF = 0, the nominal charge neutrality point. (The full
3D Fermi surface would be obtained by rotating this fig-
ure about the kx axis.) Referring back to Fig. 3(a), it is
clear that the orange Fermi surface is an electron pocket
surrounding occupied Weyl point w2, while the green one
is a hole pocket surrounding unoccupied Weyl node w3.
The small gap separating the orange and green Fermi sur-
faces in Fig. 3(b) is a consequence of the nonzero G pa-
rameter in our model. Corresponding figures for a range
of Fermi energies spanning over the range of Weyl points
are shown in Fig. 4.
The Chern number Cn of a Fermi pocket band in
band n is obtained by calculating the Berry flux pass-
ing through its Fermi surface28,29 according to
Cn =
1
2pi
∮
SF
d2kΩn(k) , (3)
where
Ωn = Ωn · vˆF (4)
is the surface-normal component of the Berry curva-
ture. Note the sign convention: vˆF is the Fermi ve-
5locity unit vector, which is outward-directed for elec-
tron pockets and inward for hole pockets as illustrated
in Fig. 3(a). The Berry curvature components in tensor
notation (Ωαβ = αβγΩγ) are computed using the Kubo
formula
Ωαβ,n = 2Im
∑
m 6=n
〈n|vα|m〉〈m|vβ |n〉
(En − Em)2 (5)
where vα = ∂H/∂kα are the velocity operators. In prac-
tice we carry out the calculation in cylindrical coordi-
nates, computing Ωz from matrix elements of vρ and vφ
and Ωρ from matrix elements of vφ and vz. To evalu-
ate Eq. (4) we need to combine these as Ω = (ΩρvF,ρ +
ΩzvF,z)/|vF | Then the Fermi surface integral is carried
out by discretizing each (kρ, kz) path describing a Fermi
surface, such as the green curve in Fig. 3(a). We then
compute the needed ingredients at each (kρ, kz) point
along the path and sum, taking account of phase space
details such as the 2pi coming from the kφ integral. We
have checked that the results are always very close to in-
teger values as long as the discrete sampling is sufficiently
dense.
The resulting Fermi surface Chern numbers are shown
for a range of Fermi level positions in Fig. 4. The Fermi
level positions are indicated by black dashed lines in
Fig. 4(a) and the corresponding Fermi surfaces projected
onto the kρ − kz plane are shown in Fig. 4(b).
Starting from the top of Fig. 4, where the Fermi level
crosses only the blue and orange bands, the Chern num-
bers are +1 and −1 for these bands respectively. This
is consistent with Gosa´lbez-Mart´ınez et al.,30 where the
Chern number Cn of a Fermi surface in band n was shown
to be equal to the sum of chiralities of the enclosed Weyl
points connecting to band n−1 minus the corresponding
sum for touchings with band n + 1. For the blue band
there is only a single contribution of the first type, coming
from w4 with χ4 = +1, giving C4 = +1. For the orange
band w2 and w3 contribute positively and w4 contributes
negatively, giving C3 = (−2) + (+2)− (+1) = −1.
The remaining panels of Fig. 4 show the evolution of
the Fermi surfaces as the Fermi energy is swept through
the region of the Weyl points. We find topologically
nontrivial Fermi pockets in all cases, suggesting that
Cd3As2 may be a promising material for realizing uncon-
ventional superconductivity based on topological Fermi
surfaces in a Weyl semimetal.15,16 When the Fermi level
is at the nominal charge neutrality level of EF = 0,
we find electron (orange) and hole (green) pockets with
Chern numbers ∓2 respectively. The effect of the fi-
nite G=10 eVA˚2 makes a small separation between these
pockets, as shown in the Fig. 4(b), with a separation
that grows larger as G is increased. In the next section
we investigate the effect of varying this parameter on the
Berry curvature and anomalous Hall conductivity of the
system.
FIG. 5. (a-c) Band structure plotted versus kρ for three dif-
ferent values of kz when G is zero. (d-f) Berry curvature of
the corresponding bands, color-coded accordingly.
D. Berry curvature
As we shall see, the parameter G in the k · p Hamil-
tonian plays an important role in producing Berry cur-
vature and influencing the anomalous Hall conductivity.
However, even when G = 0, Berry curvature is present.
In this case, the separation between the electron and hole
pockets in Fig. 4(b) for EF near zero vanishes. In this
case the spin-up and spin-down sectors of Eq. (1) do not
mix, and their ellipsoidal Fermi surfaces intersect with-
out any avoided crossing. Nevertheless, there is still a
nonzero Berry curvature, since Weyl points w1 and w4
are still present and serve as equal and opposite sources
of Berry flux in the two spin sectors. The fact that these
are offset from one another along the kz axis allows for a
nonzero net anomalous Hall conductivity.
Figures 5(a-c) shows the band structure plotted versus
kρ for three values of kz. At the critical value kz = kz,3 =
0.0052 A˚ (not shown), the second and third band have a
quadratic touching; this will become the location of Weyl
point w3, but with G = 0 it is still part of a surface of
degeneracy between the second and third bands. The
corresponding Berry curvature of the bands is plotted in
Figs. 5(d-f).
Turning on a finite G causes a mixing of the spin-up
and spin-down sectors, so that crossings between bands
associated with these sectors are gapped almost every-
where. The exceptions are the locations of the quadratic
Weyl points w2 and w3, which survive the arrival of the fi-
nite G. Because G multiplies k2+ and k
2
− terms in Eq. (1),
it is responsible for the higher-order (χ = ±2) nature
of these Weyl points. The band structures are shown in
Figs. 6(a-c) for aG value of 10 eVA˚2. There are now small
avoided crossings between the second and third bands in
Fig. 6(a-b). Figures 6(d-f) show the corresponding Berry
6FIG. 6. (a-c) Band structure plotted versus kρ for three dif-
ferent values of kz when G is 10 eVA˚
2. (d-f) Berry curvature
of the corresponding bands, color-coded accordingly.
curvature on these bands, showing very large peaks near
the avoided crossings, with the potential to make large
contributions to the anomalous Hall conductivity.
E. Anomalous Hall conductivity
Once the time-reversal symmetry is broken by the pres-
ence of the Zeeman field, a nonzero Hall conductivity
σAHCyx is expected on symmetry grounds. We refer to this
as “anomalous” Hall conductivity since we have in mind
that the magnetic order has its origin in magnetic im-
purities or proximity effects. We note in passing that
Hall conductivity measurements have been reported for
Cd3As2 nanoplates.
14,31 Here we report the the behavior
of the intrinsic anomalous Hall conductivity as a function
of Fermi level position in the context of our k · p model
of bulk Cd3As2.
To calculate the intrinsic anomalous Hall conductivity,
we have adopted the Fermi-surface integral approach of
Refs. [28 and 29]. In this formulation
σαβ =
−e2
~
1
2pi2
∑
nγ
αβγKnγ , (6)
where
Knγ =
1
2pi
∮
SF
d2kΩn kγ (7)
measures the surface-normal Berry flux passing through
the Fermi surface, as in Eq. (3), but now weighted by
the wavevector component kγ . As the z component of
the intrinsic anomalous Hall conductivity (i.e., σAHCyx ) is
the only one allowed by symmetry, we compute Knz for
each band n and for each point on the Fermi surface and
FIG. 7. Anomalous Hall conductivity σAHCyx plotted versus
Fermi level position for several values of the G parameter. En-
ergies of the Weyl nodes are indicated by the vertical dashed
lines.
integrate, as described previously below Eq. (5) for the
earlier Chern-number calculation.
The resulting anomalous Hall conductivity is plotted
as a function of Fermi-level position for several values
of the G parameter in Fig. 7, again for our reference
Zeeman field of h=100 T. The analysis above applies to
the split Dirac cone located on the positive kz axis, but
there is an equal contribution coming from the inversion
image on the negative kz axis (inversion does not reverse
the sign of the anomalous Hall conductivity), giving an
additional factor of two that has been included in the
results presented in Fig. 7.
When G = 0, we find a result that is nonzero but
constant as a function of Fermi level position. Further
investigations shows that the spin-up and spin-down con-
tributions are both perfectly linear in EF , as expected for
tilted Weyl cones, but the slopes are equal and opposite
so that the sum is constant. However, these contribu-
tions do not simply cancel; the constant residual can be
understood as coming from the off-centering along kz of
the spin-up and spin-down Weyl cones.
Turning now to the results for nonzero G, we find that
an additional contribution to the anomalous Hall con-
ductivity grows in with increasing G. This contribution
follows an interesting pattern in which there is an in-
verted dome in the energy region between the upper and
lower pairs of Weyl nodes, a relatively smaller contribu-
tion near those nodes, and then a further growth that
is roughly linear in |EF | in the energy range outside the
nodes. We have varied the effective Zeeman field value
from 100 T to 400 T and obtained a qualitatively simi-
lar behavior. This distinctive behavior of the anomalous
Hall conductivity could serve as a fingerprint of a mate-
rial with a Zeeman-split Dirac cone if it can be observed
experimentally, as by transport measurements of a gated
thin film.
7III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Motivated to understand the effect of magnetic order
arising from magnetic doping or proximity in the Dirac
semimetal Cd3As2, we have presented a detailed investi-
gation of the splitting of the Dirac node into Weyl nodes
in the presence of a time-reversal breaking Zeeman field
oriented along the symmetry axis. We emphasize that
the Dirac node does not simply split into a pair of Weyl
nodes with chirality ±1 as is commonly expected. In-
stead, we find two nodes of chirality ±2 connecting the
nominal valence and conduction bands, in addition to
nodes of chirality ±1 connecting lower and higher pairs
of bands. Starting from first-principles density-functional
calculations and fitting a k · p model that is well suited
to explore the low-energy physics, we analyze the evo-
lution of the Fermi surfaces, their Chern numbers, and
their contributions to the anomalous Hall conductivity,
as a function of Fermi level position using the k ·p model.
The behavior of the anomalous Hall conductivity shows
a distinctive pattern that may be a suitable target for ex-
perimental confirmation. The presence of multiple, topo-
logically nontrivial electron and hole pockets for Fermi
energies near charge neutrality suggests possible avenues
for the realization of novel forms of superconducting pair-
ing. Finally, we anticipate that the methods presented
here can find use more generally in unraveling the in-
triguing physics of time-reversal symmetry breaking in
Dirac semimetals.
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